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Introduction

The collection of data on consumers by retailers, advertisers, and marketers is nothing new. Market research began in the United States in the 1920s, as industry shifted from manufacturing goods to creating desires. As early as the 1910s, American businesses were surveying small business-owners, analyzing census data for potential insights, and attempting to measure the effectiveness of advertising (Igo, 2007, pp. 110–111). Buying and selling this data, however, did not become a business until the era of affordable computing. In the 1960s and 1970s, marketers began to combine public data, such as telephone directories, with magazine subscription lists and professional associations to create segmented lists of consumers that could be used for direct mail marketing and local political campaigns (Angwin, 2014a, p. 30). A few direct marketing companies merged with credit bureaus, which collect credit information and sell it to banks in order to determine eligibility for financial products, becoming “data brokers” (Schneier, 2015).

As information became digital, and computing power became cheaper and more accessible, the ability of data brokers to collect and analyze information sharply increased. The internet, particularly the implementation of cookies in the mid-1990s, amplified the size, scope, and scale of user tracking, and data brokers began to combine personal information gathered “offline” with online information, such as email addresses and web browsing records.

According to a recent report from the US Federal Trade Commission, the lifecycle of “big data” has four parts: collection; compilation and consolidation; data-mining and analytics; and use (Federal Trade Commission, 2016). In this short report, I will focus on the first two phases, specifically with regard to the “data footprints” of individual internet users as they browse the web, use mobile apps, and interact on social media, focusing on consumer data. Digital footprints are traces left by individuals as they engage in their everyday digital activities, which are thought by marketers and “big data” advocates to include insights into human behavior and, most importantly, what people might want to buy (Thatcher, 2014). These digital footprints are increasingly combined with data generated during activities offline, such as in-store purchases, loyalty card information, warranties, and even information generated in physical stores, such as length of visit and movement through the store (Anthes, 2014; Clifford & Hardy, 2013); data gathered from social media applications and websites that use “social plugins”; and spatial data generated by mobile phones with GPS devices, or by using mobile apps like Uber (Dalton & Thatcher, 2015). This report discusses collection: the activities that generate data
which frames individuals as “consumers,” and *compilation and consolidation*: namely, the middlemen, or data brokers, who aggregate, package, and sell that data. I then outline some of the risks that these data collection practices pose, especially to vulnerable populations, and some outstanding questions for the Workshop.

The United States has a mish-mash of regulations which pertain to data collection, but no comprehensive data privacy law. Generally, it has emphasized self-regulation by data industries, while the European Union has enacted more stringent regulations on data collection and storage (Tsesis, 2014). However, since the biggest internet and social media companies are American, its lax approach to regulating data collection and use impacts individuals world-wide. As Sylvia Peacock notes, “Online US business practices set an international precedent on the Internet that seems difficult to reverse. What is more, most governments’ desires for people’s online information seem well served by the weak or nonexisting policies for the treatment of personal data” (Peacock, 2014, p. 2). While this report focuses primarily on the collection and use of consumer data in the United States, more research is needed on how these practices affect people outside the U.S.

**Collection: Sources of Consumer Data**

In her book *Dragnet Nation*, journalist Julia Angwin identifies five types of commercial data trackers:

- **Incidental Collectors:** Any business that collects data on its customers, from local dry cleaners to the world’s biggest banks.
- **“Freestylers”:** software companies which provide “free” services in exchange for customer data.\(^1\)
- **Marketers**
- **Data Brokers:** Companies that buy data from a variety of sources, aggregate and sort it, and sell it to governments, businesses, and individuals.
- **Data Exchanges:** Stock exchange-like trading desks which enable marketers and data-brokers to trade information. (Angwin, 2014a, pp. 32–33)

In this essay, I will examine several types of *incidental collectors* and *freestylers*: social media, smartphones and mobile apps, and online shopping and retail businesses; and *data brokers*, who aggregate information from freestylers and incidental collectors with government and marketing data, among others.

Most online data collection is facilitated by **tracking cookies**, small text files placed on a user’s computer or persistent profile by a website.\(^2\) Visiting a website like yahoo.com, for
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1 Professor Joseph Turow argues that this so-called exchange is asymmetrical, that most individuals are unaware of what they are giving up in exchange for “free” services, and that the most aware feel resigned to data collection by companies, even as it makes them uncomfortable. See Turow, Hennessy, & Draper, 2015.

2 Most modern browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Safari) allow users to “sync” data between devices, meaning that cookies placed on a user’s laptop will also track her desktop browsing if she is logged into the browser software.
instance, places cookies from six third-party companies (Conviva, DoubleClick, Innovid, NetRatings SiteCensus, ScoreCard Research, and Sizmek) on the visitor’s computer; these companies deliver advertising and analyze site traffic. If the user then visits CNN.com, 22 different third-party cookies are placed on her computer. Since DoubleClick is enabled on both Yahoo and CNN, DoubleClick records her visits to both sites. Third-party cookies thus allow the creation of sophisticated data footprints beyond individual site visits.

**Social Media**

Social media sites like Twitter, Reddit, Facebook, and Instagram are a rich trove of data, much of which is public. One marketer explained that “If Big Data is the water pouring out of your faucet, then social media is the reservoir that stream comes from” (Hung, 2016). Certainly, the *personal information economy* is fueled by social data (Bennett, Haggerty, Lyon, & Steeves, 2014, p. 11). Some of this data is user-generated, or actively provided by users—status updates, digital pictures, “likes”, check-ins, tweets, reviews, “pins”, and selfies, to name a few. Notably, even if they do not partner directly with social media sites, many data-brokers crawl or “scrape” websites to harvest user information that is not protected by privacy settings (Federal Trade Commission, 2014). However, still more data is generated passively as individuals move around the web, their actions not only tracked by digital advertising cookies, but by equally ubiquitous social plugins. As a result, social media companies know far more about their users than their users are aware (Trottier, 2012).

Facebook, for instance, has undergone a “vertical expansion” in the types of information it can collect on its users. In addition to its acquisition of Instagram and WhatsApp, which contain rich photo and chat data, respectively, it has added a variety of functionalities to its websites and mobile apps, which allow for more detailed profiling than was previously feasible (Van Alsenoy et al., 2015). Data collected for one purpose can then be used for another, a form of “surveillance creep.” For example, if Jane chooses to let Facebook track her location to share that data with friends, this information can also be used to target advertising. Facebook combines user-provided information with information it gets from third parties. News sites, blogs, and content providers are dependent on sites like Facebook and Twitter to spread articles and videos, requiring the integration of “social plugins,” the buttons that let you Like, Tweet, or otherwise Share a story on social media. These plugins run scripts that send information to Facebook on what sites their users visit, even if the users do not leave a Facebook comment or a Like. This information is used to target ads more precisely to users (Shaw, 2015). One study found that these plugins even tracked non-users, which Facebook claimed was a “bug” (Gibbs, 2015).4

It is not clear, however, whether the data that Facebook collects stays with Facebook. In Facebook’s Help Center, they answer, definitively, “No, we don't sell any of your information to anyone and we never will” (Facebook, 2016a). However, Facebook partners with a variety of
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3 Determined by using the Ghostery plugin (ghostery.com)
4 Facebook has a long history of similar bugs. See Angwin, 2014b.
data-brokers, including Acxiom, DataLogix, BlueKai, Epsilon and Experian, to develop more
detailed profiles of users combining on and offline information (Facebook, 2016b; Senemar,
2015). These data-brokers are the largest in the world and already boast masses of data (Acxiom
claims to have data on 700 million people; Epsilon a file on every American household;
Datalogix “$2 trillion in offline purchase-based data”).5 Combining these data sources with the
information that Facebook has on online interactions has allowed the company to develop an ad-
targeting system so sophisticated that it “could hypothetically serve soda ads to teenagers who
recently purchased a soft drink at a convenience store, or diaper ads to parents who bought baby
food at a department store” (Senemar, 2015). Thus, Facebook is not technically selling user data,
but it is certainly selling advertisers access to user information in unprecedented detail.

Smartphones and Mobile Apps

Mobile devices present a different set of challenges for consumer surveillance than does the web.
As the FTC summarized in their 2013 report on Mobile Privacy Disclosures:

… more than other types of technology, mobile devices are typically personal to
an individual, almost always on, and with the user. This can facilitate
unprecedented amounts of data collection. The data collected can reveal sensitive
information, such as communications with contacts, search queries about health
conditions, political interests, and other affiliations, as well as other highly
personal information. This data also may be shared with third parties, for
example, to send consumers behaviorally targeted advertisements (2013, p. 2).

The FTC goes on to say that mobile devices are part of a complex ecosystem in which
information may be shared between operating system providers (Apple’s iPhone and Google’s
Android being the most common), telecommunication providers (such as AT&T, Rogers
Wireless, or Virgin Mobile), app and platform developers, advertisers, and analytics firms.
Mobile phones are also more intimately connected to individuals than desktops or laptop
computers, which can be shared. Data collected through mobile phones is thus deeply personal,
hard to protect, and easy to aggregate.

Initially, the shift from desktop-to-mobile browsing presented a problem for online
advertisers, in that mobile apps bypassed web-based cookies, thus evading persistent tracking.
Wireless providers AT&T and Verizon implemented so-called “zombie cookies,” tracking codes
which were inserted into all non-encrypted web traffic that any website owner or advertising
network could access (Finley, 2015). [AT&T stopped after public protest; Verizon now claims
they only track users who go to websites owned by Verizon or AOL (Gillium, 2014)]. An
Acxiom whitepaper suggests that unpopular zombie cookies are not even needed, as individuals
can be identified through “their authenticated log-in, device identification, or given PII, and then

5 Datalogix is owned by Oracle Corporation. See Oracle Corporation, 2016.
[by] layering in their past behaviors, affinities, and relationship with your brand” (Acxiom Corporation, 2015, p. 4). In other words, on smartphones which have apps like Google and Facebook installed, individual people can be identified simply by triangulating the multiple data points available, connecting the smartphone user with a pre-existing data profile.

Most importantly, it is the rise of spatial big data that presents a sea change in tracking and surveillance for consumer purposes. Spatial data “is predominantly generated through mobile device use, such as smart phones with embedded GPS receivers” (Thatcher, 2014, p. 1768). Since smartphones constantly broadcast their location to provider networks, their location is a “relatively public piece of information” (Landau, 2016, p. 57), and some mobile apps passively track location even if the app is closed, including Google, Facebook, Uber and Foursquare (Halleck, 2014). The addition of location information to digital footprints enables a host of new applications for marketing and advertising. These include physical “conversion tracking,” or determining what consumers do after viewing an ad, which may include walking into a physical store to make a purchase (Landau, 2016); and RetailNext’s “Shopper Mobile Device Detection,” which “makes it possible for [retailers] to leverage the presence of smart phones in your retail environment to collect otherwise unavailable metrics such as visit length, time between visits, and percentage of passersby who come into your stores” (RetailNext, Inc., 2014). Location also affords the creation of more intrusive personal information, such as Uber, who tracked one-night-stands—or what they called “Rides of Glory”—by identifying users who had requested a ride between 10pm and 4am on a weekend night, and were then picked up from their drop-off point just a few hours later (Pagliery, 2014).

Of course, most mobile apps can and do collect data, much of which is sensitive. The “quantified self” movement, which emphasizes self-tracking for personal improvement, has popularized wearable devices and apps that count calories, track workouts, and count steps. This data is valuable to insurance companies, some of which offer discounts to people willing to share their Fitbit data with the company (Mearian, 2015), and US corporate “wellness” programs which require employees to report fitness data to get discounts—or avoid fines (Hamblen, 2015). But it is the aggregation of intimate, biometric, or social material with location information and pre-existing advertising profiles that enables consumer surveillance on an unprecedented scale.

**Online Shopping and Retail**

Physical retail stores are beginning to use sophisticated technologies to track customers in-person just as they do on-line. Forrester Research warns retailers that “In-store analytics must be leveraged to allow retail stores to operate in a similar way as their online counterparts, leveraging real-time product and shopper behavioral data to drive an improved in-store customer experience (CX) as well as improved operational excellence” (2016). In other words, brick-and-mortar stores need to track individuals as precisely as their websites. This is possible through the use of emerging technologies, including billboards that employ facial recognition technology (Ember, 2016); in-store Wi-Fi and Bluetooth networks that track customer movements throughout stores
regardless of whether customers connect to the network (RetailNext, Inc., 2014); “smart shelves” which can tell what products consumers look at or touch while browsing (Coolidge, 2015); and video cameras which analyze facial cues to determine customers’ emotions (RealEyes Data Services Ltd., 2016). The New York Times summarizes that retailers are now able “to gather data about in-store shoppers’ behavior and moods, using video surveillance and signals from their cellphones and apps to learn information as varied as their sex, how many minutes they spend in the candy aisle and how long they look at merchandise before buying it” (Clifford & Hardy, 2013).

While this data is collected in-person, it is digital, and designed to be aggregated. Data brokers combine data gathered from such retail interactions with pre-existing consumer profiles and online interactions, in a process called onboarding. Anthes writes,

In onboarding, a data broker will add offline information—data from manual sources or from other systems such as loyalty cards, warranty registrations, and stores' point-of-sale terminals—into the cookies of computers used by individuals to access websites monitored by the broker (2014).

Facebook also engages in onboarding with its Atlas platform, which tracks individuals’ unique Facebook IDs across both desktop and mobile browsing, meaning that when someone is logged into Facebook, all the sites in the Atlas network will be able to link your online activity to your Facebook profile (Watson, 2014).

This combination will enable retailers to have extraordinary surveillant powers. Walmart, for instance, has consumer data on more than 145 million Americans, shares online consumer data with 50 third parties, tracks customers throughout stores using wi-fi, and analyzes social media information to link it with specific point-of-sale transactions (The Center for Media Justice, 2013). The ability for data-brokers to link online and offline interactions will require herculean efforts to avoid consumer surveillance.

Compilation and Consolidation: Data Brokers

Consumer data is aggregated by middlemen known as data brokers. Data brokers, of which Acxiom is the biggest and best-known, collect, consolidate, and analyze consumer information from social media, retail transactions, direct mail databases, and other sources outlined in the first part of this report, along with information provided by US federal, state, and local governments, including but not limited to: census records; voter registration data; motor vehicle registration and driving records; postal addresses; Most Wanted Lists and terrorist watch lists from the European Union, the US Secret Service, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation; records of bankruptcies; licenses (professional and recreational); tax records; mortgages, liens, deeds, and foreclosures; court records, including births, marriages, divorces, and deaths; contributions to political campaigns; and gun ownership records (Federal Trade Commission,
This information is used to create detailed customer profiles. As noted above, the biggest data brokers claim they have files on every US household. Data brokers use this information for micro-targeting—one data broker sells a list of men suffering from erectile dysfunction, for instance—but also to sort people into categories, or “segments.” Experian’s Mosaic product sorts Americans into 71 different segments in 19 categories. The FTC criticized brokers for targeting products to “financially vulnerable” segments, the names of which including “X-Tra Needy,” “Hard Times,” and “Very Spartan” (Federal Trade Commission, 2014).

These profiles are sold to a wide variety of customers. Acxiom claims that its customers include most of the top US credit card issuers, retail banks, telecom/media companies, retailers, automotive manufacturers, brokerage firms, and insurance companies. They also, however, include governments, politicians, and even identity thieves and scam artists. A Vietnamese identity thief bought 200 million records from Experian (Knibbs, 2014). Another data broker bought the financial information from “hundreds of thousands” of payday loan applications, and sold it to “phony Internet merchants” who “raided the accounts for at least $7.1 million” (Reuters, 2015). Such scams are not uncommon given the granularity of data brokers’ segmentation. As Gregory Maus writes,

…Data broker infoUSA was selling lists of 3.3 million ‘Elderly Opportunity Seekers’ of older people ‘looking for ways to make money’, 4.7 million ‘Suffering Seniors’ dealing with cancer or Alzheimer’s, and 500,000 ‘Oldies but Goodies’ of gamblers over 55. One list specifically noted that ‘These people are gullible. They want to believe that their luck can change.’ Naturally, telemarketing fraudsters snapped up these lists like maps to gold mines (2015).

Other brokers have sold lists of rape victims, people with AIDS/HIV, and people with addictive behavior, including alcoholism, drug use, and gambling (Maus, 2015).

Given these abuses, in the last few years, public attention has turned to data brokers, who are no longer as shadowy and invisible as they once were (Anthes, 2014; Beckett, 2014; Tsesis, 2014). The US Federal Trade Commission, the Government Accountability Office, and the Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee released a series of reports and hearings that detailed the practices and operations of data brokers (Cackley, 2013; Federal Trade Commission, 2014; U.S. Senate Committee On Commerce, Science, & Transportation, 2013). However, they remain mostly unregulated in the United States. Separately, there is no way for individuals to view what information data brokers possess on them, and certainly no way to determine whether that information is correct.
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6 [http://www.crunchbase.com/company/acxiom##ixzz2iy4tNOK7](http://www.crunchbase.com/company/acxiom##ixzz2iy4tNOK7)
Conclusion: Risks and Vulnerabilities

While there are obvious civil rights problems with massive surveillance that exists solely in order to make money for large corporations, there are a number of other risks and vulnerabilities made salient by customer surveillance. It is also important to note that customer data is often purchased by governments and politicians, even if they cannot legally collect it themselves (Marwick, 2014).

Price discrimination, or “digital red-lining,” is the most palpable risk of this type of consumer sorting (Podesta, Pritzker, Moniz, Holdren, & Zientz, 2014). Companies already offer discounts to those willing to sign up for “loyalty” programs which generate granular information on buying habits; they may offer products to some consumers and not others, or change prices based on time, date, and location. One experiment found that the cost of a Princeton Review SAT-prep course varied by as much as $1,800 depending on the potential customer’s race and zip code (Larson, Mattu, & Angwin, 2015). Data-brokers sort consumers into categories which are based on purchasing power, demographics, and customer habits. Those deemed unworthy—perhaps “Financially Challenged,” “Latchkey Leasers” or “Biker/Hell’s Angels,” may be ignored (Federal Trade Commission, 2014). This could potentially affect an individual’s credit score, ability to get a loan, apply for college, or access a variety of other benefits and resources (Podesta et al., 2014).

Jonas Lerman discusses the impacts of exclusion from big data in a Stanford Law Review article:

Those left out of the big data revolution may suffer tangible economic harms. Businesses may ignore or undervalue the preferences and behaviors of consumers who do not shop in ways that big data tools can easily capture, aggregate, and analyze. Stores may not open in their neighborhoods, denying them not just shopping options, but also employment opportunities; certain promotions may not be offered to them; new products may not be designed to meet their needs, or priced to meet their budgets. Of course, poor people and minority groups are in many ways already marginalized in the marketplace. But big data could reinforce and exacerbate existing problems (Lerman, 2013).

While we may consider it advantageous to be “left out” of the “big data revolution,” the data harvested by marketers and advertisers will shape “government and the marketplace.” The needs of the poor—those without smartphones or debit cards—will be ignored entirely. This could ultimately lead to a decrease in democratic deliberation, or a diminished civic, public culture (Couldry & Turow, 2014). Eli Pariser famously used the term “Filter Bubble” to refer to the ability of social media sites to tailor content based on individual preferences (Pariser, 2011). This could be compounded by the surveillance practices discussed in this report.
Finally, social media data can be extremely revealing. With access only to someone’s Facebook Likes, for instance, researchers have been able to accurately predict ethnicity, religion, political orientation, sexual orientation, and drug use, among other demographic information (Kosinski, Stillwell, & Graepel, 2013). One recent study of Twitter was able to determine a user’s home location with as little as five geo-tagged public tweets; this information was then used to determine whether an individual was more likely to drink in or outside the home (Hossain et al., 2016). Other researchers have used Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit data to identify people at risk from depression, post-partum depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, anorexia, schizophrenia, and heart disease mortality, among others (Conway & O’Connor, 2016). When combined with other data sources, the potential for social media to bring to light intimate, sensitive, or even confidential information is clear.

It is not only the size and scope of surveillance that has changed in the era of consumer surveillance. The ubiquity of GPS-enabled cellphones enables detailed location, social, and biometric data to be collected, aggregated with other consumer-related data, and used to create profiles that are unparalleled in their detail and granularity. Such practices deserve a high degree of scrutiny.

Questions

- What groups are especially vulnerable?
- These practices are often framed in terms of privacy. What do we gain by framing them as surveillance?
- Recently, a group of US privacy and consumer advocacy groups walked out of meetings with retail and marketing industry groups because they were unable to agree on even the most basic standards of consent for facial-recognition software (Singer, 2015). How can we move beyond self-regulation?
- Given that many of the companies pioneering these efforts are from the United States, which has weak data privacy laws, how might EU or Canadian privacy laws be used to impact personal information markets?
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